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Section I

Work Progress Week of 11/18 – 12/1

- Mason onsite to repair and resecure any damaged or loose soldier course at soffit ends
- Carpenters to complete sheetrock fire rating layer at ceiling and catwalk
- Ductwork throughout kitchen to commence for new HVAC (bond work)
- Wiring completed for new condenser and evaporative AC unit for Kitchen
- Insulation in attic spaces completed
- Electrician continue piping and pulling wires to refeed power and data circuits at all classrooms
- Demising walls between classrooms framing and insulation as specified
- Continued plumbing venting as necessary
- Floor prep and leveling in (3) classrooms as necessary
- (2) Weekend abatements of transite panels and mastic on walls - clean air prior to reoccupation on Monday 11/25 as well as clean air obtained again prior to reoccupation on Monday, 12/2
Work Projected Week of 12/2 – 12/8

- Ceiling grid completed throughout B Wing
- Patching of walls to commence following transite abatement (75%)
- Electrician re-roughing of all fire alarm systems to prep for device install
- Electrician to finish LED classroom and corridor fixture installation
- Wall prepping started for paint preparation
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Section III – Progress Pictures

Sheetrock fire ceiling, electrical roughing, drop ceiling hangers, and demising walls
framing and insulation
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Section III – Progress Pictures

Sheetrock fire ceiling, electrical roughing, drop ceiling grid, and demising walls framing and insulation
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Section III – Progress Pictures

Floor leveling as required
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Section III – Progress Pictures

New kitchen HVAC Ductwork and insulation (bond work)
Additional transite panel and chalkboard demo/abatement completed – ready to patch
Section IV – Manpower Log Summary

Daily Log Manpower Report

MANPOWER GRAPH

- Harvard Electrical
- Park East Construction Corp – HQ
- Renu Contracting & Restoration
- Arsenal Scaffold Inc.
- GTS Construction
- Roland’s Electric, Inc.
- Seaford Ave Corp.
- Branch Services
- Cardinal Control Systems Inc.

Number of Hours

Date:
- 11/18/19
- 11/21/19
- 11/24/19
- 11/27/19
Northport – East Northport UFSD
Special Project – Ocean Ave ES
Update for 11/18 – 12/1